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SHIP’S NAME  FLAG CLASS TYPE

NEXT DRY 

DOCK DUE 

DATE

WBTS INSTALLATION DUE DATE

USCG                  IMO

MARE ORIENS AFRAMAX 18.09.2018 18.03.2021 18.09.2023

MARE NOSTRUM AFRAMAX 26.02.2019 26.02.2019 26.02.2024

MARE TIRRENUM AFRAMAX 04.03.2019 04.03.2019 04.03.2024

MARE DORICUM SUEZMAX 07.10.2019 07.10.2019 07.10.2019

MAE PICENUM SUEZMAX 31.01.2021 31.01.2021 31.01.2021

MARE SICULUM SUEZMAX 31.03.2021 31.03.2021 31.03.2021



FILTRATION + UV FILTRATION + 
ELECTROLYSIS

FILTRATION + 
CHEMICAL INJUCTION



BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ON HOW THE SYTEM

WORKS

The system uses a two-step process of filtration and 
ultraviolet (UV) irradiation to sterilize organisms and stop 
their reproduction.
UV systems are suitable for any vessel in theory, but 
primarily for those which do not take in too mud ballast 
water and have flow rates of up to around 1,000 cubic 
meters per hour. This includes ro-ro vessels, container 
ships, offshore supply vessels and ferries.

By passing an electric current through a small side-stream of 
seawater, they use the salt and the water molecules in a chemical 
reaction to generate sodium hypochlorite, a disinfectant, which is
then reinjected into the ballast water to kill all organisms.  
Electrolytic treatment systems are more suited for larger vessels 
such as tankers and bulk carriers, which have large ballast water 
volumes and high flow rates in the range of up to 3,000 cubic meters 
per hour.

ADVANTAGES

UV systems are easy to install and retrofit, and have few 
safety concerns from a class point of view. They also 
operate independently, no matter what the water salinity 
and temperature are.

As well as being able to handle large capacities, electrolysis-based 
systems are very efficient and the treatment of the water is done on 
the intake only (possible neutralization on discharge). This means 
they provide on-board disinfection, and some systems even provide 
in-tank circulation treatment during the voyage, when treatment in 
the port is not feasible

CHALLENGES

The systems are dependent on the water transmittance 
(UV-T) and work less well in turbid water. The system 
becomes more sensitive to water turbidity and may 
require longer holding times to ensure mortality.
Ballast waters need to  go through the UV reactor both 
during the ballasting and the de-ballasting process.
UV lamp life cycle is about 3000 hour.
Furthermore UV lamps contain UV light which requires 
appropriate personal protective equipment. Lamps are 
fragile and in case of breakup, there is risk of exposure to 
mercury liquid or vapor; appropriates safety measures are 
required for the safety of workers.

The electrolytic reaction generates small amounts of hydrogen gas, 
a factor which needs to be accounted for in safety considerations. In 
addition, electrolytic systems are sensitive to low salinity and low 
temperatures. Finally, they are more complex to install, control and 
maintain compared to UV filter systems.

FILTRATION + UV FILTRATION + ELECTROLYSISVS



Less organisms means
less energy to eliminate 
and be compliant

 Filtration removes any particle larger than 40μm

 40μm screening was carefully selected so as to
reduce the ecological load of the water and at
the same time to guaranty minimum impact on
the ballast system capacity

First Stage: Filtration



 Produced chlorine is 
diluted in the water (up to 6 
mg/L) acting as disinfectant

 An Electrochemical Cell produces sodium 
hypochlorite from seawater and DC current; the 
capacity is maximum 6 ppm for the specific flow 
(m³/h) rating of the system.

Second Stage: Full Flow Electrolysis

 Filtered water is 
fed into the E/C



Ballasting



Deballasting



 1 Filter or 2 Filters ? 
Ballast Pump Flow Rate: 2 x 1500 m3/h

1 x 3000 m3/h 2 x 1500 m3/h

VS

Additional costs: 20-25 % 



 WBTS in APT? 

Additional costs: abt 20 % 



3D SCAN & FEASIBILITY STUDY



ENGINEERING

• Principle design drawings;
• Class Approval confirmation;
• Production design drawings;
• Purchasing/Fabrication lists;
• Ballast Water Management Plan;
• Installation guidebook;
• Updated ship’s drawings







PUMP ROOM 



PUMP ROOM - TURBINE FLAT PLAN  
FILTER - automatic backwashing filter with nominal filtration capacity down 40μm.



PUMP ROOM - 3RD DECK PLAN
ELECTROLYTIC CELLS 



Transformer/ Rectifier (T/R) Unit
It’s the direct current power supply of the electrolyzers. The device transforms alternating current to low
voltage direct current and is controllable via communication interface.

ENGINE ROOM 



ITALIAN COAST GUARD TYPE APPROVAL CERTIFICATE BWMS



INTERNATIONAL BW MANAGEMENT DOCUMENT OF COMPLIANCE



The POWER CONSUMPTION, for System with both Ballast Pumps in use is about 450 kW,

therfore one Auxiliary Engine is necessary only for the WBTS.

Considering that the ballasting operation will be carried out during discharge operation,

the Total Power Consumption required is about 1745 kW, three Diesel Generators

(running at 580 kW each) must be kept running at the same time.

Another consideration must be done with regard to the LT Cooling FW System.

All Transformer/Rectifier Units are cooled by LT CFW System as well as the additional

Diesel Generator kept running for the WBTS.

In order to avoid any problem during the discharge operation, it would be useful to

increase the cooler’s capacity of about 15%.

POWER CONSUMPTION



CONCLUSIONS

It is recommended to:

1. Choose the system 10-8 months before the installation date;

2. Verify that the System is approved by one’s own Flag;

3. Add in the contract penalty in case of delay in the delivery of the System; 

4. Ask to the maker a detailed list of the items of which the system is made of, 
underlining which ones will be supplied by them and which ones won’t;

5. Check that the engneering study covers the whole project;

6. Use a service engineer during the installation of the WBTS.


